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During the 1959-1967

period there have been at least six ext
^rnalhave attracted editorial attention andof editorial support for NATO.

can be used as indicatorsGovernment The importance
then has varied because of ior to 1963 placed on these issues by the
Conservative

,
and by the Liberal Government sincethis situation the six the series of crises that

and have been dealt withssues follow a fairly confronted NATO. Ininvolved. in this wa Y consistent chronological pattern
The six issues are y by the press and the t

1in terms of •,
the need to broaden the base of etheealliancePolitical and

greater consultation withincthemalliance on theformation

Heads1963), 3.` the Berlin crisis of
(1959-1962), 2. the need forthe

1961, 4. the issue a-
of Government level (1960-

the original Norstad proposal, the Polarisofle et NATO nuclear force,(1960-1965), 5.
the problem of France's withdrawal from and finallystructure (1966-1967). The the MLF

theConservative and purpose of this appendix the integrated command
Liberal Government's on is to present statements byparisons with editorial attitudes. these issues in order to

of the Government's
These statements have been used asmthe basisposition in Table No. 10.

Issue No. 1- Broadenin the Base of NATO
- 1959-1962

This issue was disced by both the Conservative and thements during the 1959
-1967 period, but was only
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This was stated in very general the underdeveloped areas of

area was to be economic and not military terms and anY.expansion of NATO in this

In his New Years u
meeting essage of 1958 Sidney Smith noted that at the

''there was general agreement on the importance of co-ordinated effort to
aid
ensure e undereconomic prosperit COPetthagen

Y- notably.by the expansion of international trade and by-developed count
Consultation on methods and machinoperation within this field

ries
will

.
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within the alliance".1 ery for cd-
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ic
evelopments and policies of the Sino-SovietoBltheand .. in develo in h

p ant role to play in assessing the implications fwever, continues
all iance of the econom' d

to have a most im ort returned from the Oslo meetings. "NATO h COffions

s expressed by Howard Green to the House of,on April 26 1961 after he

o

The second aspect which dealt with the broadening
alliance was, of course, the continued support for economic and tpoliti alfde hement within NATO. Even though this was not emphasized to the same velop-

extent as during


